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We currently live in an amazing age of technology and 
science.  In the last 50 years so much has been 
developed and at an incredible pace.  We only need to 
look a few years behind us when there was no YouTube 
and to dial your friend’s home number you needed to 
press big buttons on a phone that was wired to the wall. 

Sounds like a nightmare right?  But for many of us we 
can still remember those times.  Our generation of 
parents are old enough to remember time without the 
internet and young enough to embrace today’s 
technological advances. 

Our kids, on the other hand, only know one way.  We 
have embraced technology in such a way that it helps us 
to shop, watch tv, cook and even monitor our child’s 
progress and behaviour at school.  It’s all they’ve ever 
known. 

Whilst all of this technology is incredibly helpful and 
enables us to stay in touch with the world at lightning 
speed. It also comes at a price. 

Over stimulation starts to affect our health, mentally and 
physically.  This applies to both adults and kids. 

Why should kids 
meditate?
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This over stimulation has resulted in many now suffering 
mentally, which then has a knock on effect of our 
physical health. 

Thankfully, there is a solution, it’s painless, doesn’t need 
much time or planning, it can be done anywhere at 
anytime and it’s FREE! 

Some of the benefits of a daily 
meditation practice include: 

‣ REDUCES STRESS 
‣ CONTROLS ANXIETY 
‣ PROMOTES EMOTIONAL HEALTH 
‣ ENHANCES SELF-AWARENESS 
‣ INCREASES ATTENTION SPAN 
‣ AIDS TO REDUCE MEMORY LOSS 
‣ MANIFESTS KINDNESS AND PATIENCE 
‣ IMPROVES SLEEP 
‣ CONTROLS PAIN 
‣ DECREASE BLOOD PRESSURE 
‣ GREATER SENSE OF PEACE 

Are you ready to start introducing 
meditation into your child’s routine? 
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What do you need to 
start? 
There is no fancy equipment.  You need 
a small amount of time and a quiet(ish) 
environment.  Meditation can be done at 
home, in the park, in the car, in bed just 
before sleep or as you wake up.  There 
is no wrong or right place.  There is no 
wrong or right time.  What is important 
is that you start and begin create a 
constant practice. 

In the beginning you might start with a 1 
minute meditation and over time build 
up to 10 minutes or more. 

You can work at your child’s own speed.  
There is no rush or medal at the end of 
completion.  Meditation is something 
that you will, hopefully, adopt as a life-
time practice and habit. 

The calming benefits of meditation can 
often be noticed immediately.  Some of 
the others may come over time. 

Gifting this time and skill of meditation to 
yourself and your child will continue to 
pay back over a lifetime. 

Setting up your first meditation 

1. Talk to your child and let them know 
you are going to play a new game. 

2. Find a comfortable place to sit, 
without too many distractions of noise 
and objects. 

3. Soften your voice and ask them to 
close their eyes and take 3 long 
breaths, in and out. 

4. Ask them to listen and pay attention 
to any sounds that they can hear 
around them, near and far. 

5. After a minute, or thereabouts, ask 
them to repeat the 3 long breaths and 
then open their eyes. 

6. Take a couple of minutes to talk 
about what they could hear or anything 
they felt. You can also ask them to write 
in a journal.
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How did you find your first meditation with your child? 
How did they engage? How did they feel after? 

Another approach is guided meditation.  

Guided meditation is when you will lead your child 
through the meditation using your voice. There are many 
approaches to guided meditation. You can follow the 
examples below and after time you might find yourself 
creating your own. Include your child and ask them what 
they like after each one, it will help you determine the 
best approach for them. 

Don’t fear repetition of an approach to meditation. It will 
help to keep it familiar and safe. You’ll child will soon 
create a habit and understand what is coming next. The 
more you practice the easier it becomes, the faster the 
benefits arrive. 

Ultimately you can cherish this special time and place 
that you have created for your family, regardless of how 
far or fast your progress. 

Developing the practice
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The Balloon 
This guided meditation brings a visual component to a very 
simple deep breathing exercise. You can do this standing or 
seated. 

1. Relax your body, close your eyes and begin to 
take deep inhales and slow exhales through 
the nose. 

2. Start to take a slow, deep breath to fill your 
belly up with air, as if you’re trying to blow up a 
big balloon. Expand your belly as much as you 
can. 

3. Slowly let the air out of the balloon (through the 
nose) as you release the breath from the belly. 

4. Encourage your kids to feel their entire body 
relax each time they exhale, each time air is 
slowly being released from the balloon. You 
can even make a “hissing” noise to encourage 
them to slow down the exhale even more, “Like 
letting air out of the balloon.” 

5. Continue for several minutes. 

If the child you’re teaching is younger, you can add a little 
more detail and fun to the exercise to keep them engaged. 
Young kids, especially under the age of 6, love the extra 
movement when they’re learning to bring awareness to their 
breath.  

Encourage them to stand up in a relaxed way and follow these 
steps: 

1. Ask them to think of their favourite colour and 
picture a giant balloon of that colour in their mind. 

2. Then have them take a slow, deep inhale through 
the nose, filling up their tummies with air as if trying 
to blow up a giant [their favourite colour] balloon. 
As an option, you can also have them stretch their 
arms open and overhead to represent expansion 
and the big balloon. 

3. When their balloon is totally full, have them hold 
their breath at the top, and then you can “pop the 
balloon” for them (gesture finger to belly) and they 
can fall down as they exhale. 

This one will likely elicit giggles and awareness of their breath. 
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Follow the Leader 
This meditation works best for kids who are at least 5 years 
old. Ask your child to picture their best friend or a sibling—
someone they do everything with or someone they look up to. 
Then ask them which one (your child or their best friend) 
usually leads. Usually one friend is the one who decides things
—the one who is more of the leader; the other one is the 
friend who usually follows the leader. Ask them which they are. 

If they are the leader, you can tell them to picture themselves 
as the breath. If they are the follower, you can ask them to 
picture themselves as the mind. For this example, I’ll pretend 
that they’ve chosen their big brother as their best bud, and 
the big brother is the leader. 

Say something like, “So you and your big brother do 
everything together. Let’s pretend that your breath and your 
mind are best friends, too. You are just like the mind—the 
follower, and your big brother is just like the breath—the 
leader.” Then follow the steps below to guide them through 
the meditation. 

1. Sit down comfortably and close your eyes. 
2. Bring all of your attention to your breath and slow it 

down, taking deep inhales and slow exhales. 
3. Let’s have the mind follow the breath—no matter 

what. Picture yourself as your mind, the one that’s 
following your big brother, your breath. Try to focus 
your mind on the breath and follow as the breath 
inhales and exhales. 

4. Count your breaths at the end of every exhale. 
Don’t let your mind count before the end of the 
exhale. The mind always wants to jump ahead, but 
don’t let it. Allow it to remain focused on being the 
follower. 

5. Count to 10 slowly, always at the end of each 
exhale, continuing to let the mind follow the breath. 
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Relaxation Practice 
This practice is great for kids (and adults) of all ages, whether 
they’re having trouble sleeping, stressed out, sick and in bed, 
or acting out. Guide your kids with these steps: 

1. Sit down or lie down comfortably and close your 
eyes. You can use pillows or blankets to make 
yourself as comfortable as you can be. 

2. Take a few deep breaths as you begin to relax. 
3. Bring all of your attention to your right foot, noticing 

how it feels. Squeeze the right foot, making a fist 
with your entire right foot and all five toes; tense 
and squeeze it tightly. Hold this tension for two 
deep breaths. 

4. Then release all tension in the right foot. Relax it 
completely and notice the tension release. You may 
feel a tingling sensation in the foot. 

5. Take a deep breath, and then move on… 
6. Move your attention to your left foot. Same 

instructions as for the right foot. 
7. Move slowly up and around the body, squeezing 

one body part at a time to create tension, 
immediately followed by the contrasting sensation 
of release and ease. Follow each part with a deep, 
cleansing breath. Here’s a sample progression you 
can follow: 

• RIGHT FOOT, LEFT FOOT 
• RIGHT ANKLE AND CALF, LEFT ANKLE AND CALF 
• RIGHT KNEE, LEFT KNEE 
• RIGHT THIGH, LEFT THIGH 
• ALL FEET AND LEGS 
• HIPS 
• BUTT 
• BELLY 
• ENTIRE LOWER BODY, FROM TUMMY DOWN 
• CHEST AND HEART 
• RIGHT ARM, LEFT ARM 
• RIGHT HAND, LEFT HAND 
• SHOULDERS 
• NECK 
• FACE 
• WHOLE BODY AT ONCE (DO THIS ONE TWICE) 

When you’re finished guiding your child through the relaxation 
technique, make sure they spend at least a few minutes in 
quiet, encouraging them to keep their breathing slow and 
steady. 
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Enchanted Forest 
Gently close your eyes and take in a nice deep breath. Do this 
several times and allow your body to relax with each deep 
breath.  

Notice how peaceful you become with this deep breathing. 
Notice how all your muscles begin to relax and feel good.  

Continue to breathe normally now as I guide you on this 
marvellous adventure!  

Imagine yourself now, walking down a well-worn path in a 
beautiful forest. The trees have changed all their leaves and 
now you see an amazing display of colours – gold, red, 
orange and speckles of green.  

Leaves crunch beneath your feet as you walk along. The air 
smells so crisp and fresh. Its coolness tickles your nose and 
ears. It feels so very wonderful to be out here, in nature, 
enjoying the beauty of this place.  

In the distance you hear a waterfall, and you carefully walk 
towards the rushing water sound. As you come to the path’s 
end, you see the rushing stream. You see the most beautiful 
white waterfall right in front of you. It’s calming and looks as if 
wet sunshine is cascading down onto the large rocks below.  

The sound of rushing water relaxes you. 

Sit down a while and enjoy the spectacular scenery.  

Listen as the water falls down onto the rocks.  

Notice how any stress or worries you have are washed away. 
The sound of the waterfall falling down helps you relax more.  

It clears your mind and washes away any frustration and 
difficult thoughts.  

Allow the sounds to wash any worries away… Let them go.  

You may notice that you’re feeling calm and relaxed here in 
this place. This magical forest is a special place just for you. 
You can come back here at any time to calm your body and 
mind and let go of any worries or stress.  

This calm, peaceful place by the waterfall invites you to wash 
away your worries or stress anytime.  

You feel so good and refreshed now. You can feel renewed 
fresh energy entering your body and refreshing you 
completely. 

When you are ready, take a couple of long, deep breaths and 
gently open your eyes. (Or fall to sleep, depending on when or 
where you are meditating). 
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Don’t worry if it doesn’t go to plan. There is no plan to 
meditation other than turning up each and everyday.  

Each time you practice with your child it will get easier 
and easier. You may also start to notice when your child 
responds best. It may be when they wake, it may be 
when they are ready to fall asleep. Do what works best 
for you and your child. 

Regardless of how each session goes, it’s important to 
remind them how awesome and loved they really are. 

Each time they sit and spend a little time meditating they 
are that little bit closer to becoming super human! 

If you would like to contact us or find out more about the 
work we do, please visit us at : www.brazilarte.org 

Written and designed by Emma Gibbs De Oliveira  
Founder of Brazilarte. 

There is no wrong 
way to meditate
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